We employed non-photochemical hole burning (NPHB) and fluorescence line narrowing (FLN) spectroscopies to explore protein energy landscapes and energy transfer processes in dimeric cytochrome b 6 f, containing one chlorophyll molecule per protein monomer.
and excited states in individual pigment-protein systems, as well as nearly perfect spectral memory. Both NPHB and hole recovery are due to phonon-assisted tunneling associated with the increase of the energy of a scattered phonon. As the latter is unlikely for simultaneously both the hole burning and hole recovery, proteins must exhibit a NPHB mechanism involving diffusion of the free volume towards the pigment. Entities involved in the light-induced conformational changes are characterized by md 2 or, alternatively, small groups of atoms experiencing sub-Å shifts. However, explaining all spectral hole burning and recovery data simultaneously, employing just one barrier distribution, requires a drastic decrease in the attempt frequency to about 100 MHz. This decrease may occur due to cooperative effects. Evidence is presented for excitation energy transfer between the chlorophyll molecules of the adjacent monomers. The magnitude of the dipole-dipole coupling deduced from the -FLN spectra is in good agreement with the structural data, indicating that explored protein was intact. temperatures, the light-induced rearrangement of the environment is the dominant process. On the ensemble level this mechanism is known as Non-photochemical Hole Burning, NPHB 6 . In the case of SPCS these are just the light-induced shifts of the spectral lines (as opposed to their disappearance). As the pigment molecule is not modified, the reverse conformational change gives rise to the recovery of a spectral hole or to spectral line returning to its original wavelength.
Following NPHB, hole recovery and hole broadening offers one a window onto the distributions of barriers on the protein energy landscape.
The key aspects of the origins of light-and thermally-induced shifts of the spectral lines, the basis of the observations in both SPCS and NPHB experiments, are demonstrated in Figure 1 . 3 Two hierarchal tiers of the protein energy landscape 3, 4 are shown. For clarity, only two wells are shown for the higher, hierarchy-wise, tier of the energy landscape. Transitions between these two states correspond to NPHB and to the larger ones (several cm -1 or more) among the spectral shifts in the SPCS experiments 3 . Transitions between the wells of the lower tier of the energy landscape (fine structure are the bottoms of the deep wells) contribute mostly to the width of the spectral hole or spectral line 5 . Before being resonantly excited with a photon with energy E 1 , the pigment-protein system is assumed to be in state 1. As the barriers in the excited electronic state (red) are lower than in the ground state (blue), the system is more likely to experience a conformational change while the pigment is in the excited state, and end up in state 2, Photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes are particularly suitable as model systems for research on protein energy landscapes and dynamics utilizing optical methods. Chromophores are present in these compelxes naturally, without extraneous manipulations, and in a wide variety of local environments. Recently we published several papers where NPHB was employed to study the energy landscapes in light-harvesting antenna complexes [7] [8] [9] . In particular, for the CP43 antenna complex we demonstrated that the distributions of barriers on the protein energy landscape are Gaussian and not proportional to 1/√ 9 (V is the barrier height). The ~1/√ distributions were predicted and observed in glasses [10] [11] [12] ; a superposition of 1/√ and Gaussian terms was observed for phycobilisomes 12 . We also developed the novel unified approach to joint analysis and modeling of both hole burning and hole recovery data, for fixed temperature and upon temperature variations. Importantly, the logic used in 9 to arrive at the conclusion about the Gaussian shape of the barrier distributions in CP43 was independent of any features specific to proteins and distinguishing them from other amorphous solids, e.g. organic glasses. This logic relied on the fact that in the presence of "spectral memory" the barrier distributions encoded into the non-saturated spectral holes and manifesting during the hole recovery (the "partial barrier distributions") differ from the full true barrier distributions (i.e., the distributions of all possible barriers on the relevant tier of the energy landscape, whether they are crossed in optical experiments or not). "Spectral memory" implies that spectral holes are recovered by the systems that had experienced NPHB returning to their pre-burn frequencies, and not by the systems that 5 were out of resonance with the laser in the beginning of the experiment and then evolved into resonance. In terms of Figure 1 , the 1→2 + 2→1 process dominates over 1→2 + 2′→1′ with accidental E 1 ′=E 1 , prime referring to another pigment-protein system. The partial barrier distributions are vastly different for different shapes of the true full distributions, and one can easily distinguish their manifestations. In the light of these CP43 results 9 it was tempting to suggest that the earlier results on hole recovery in glasses [10] [11] [12] could be misinterpreted, due to ignoring spectral memory as well as the spontaneous recovery at burn temperature, and ascribing all recovery to barrier hopping. If anything, organic glasses are more likely to have the pigment molecule in interaction with just one two-level system (TLS; the special low-temperature properties of amorphous solids are ascribed to the presence of TLS 13, 14 ) and to feature more perfect spectral memory than proteins with their multi-well energy landscapes. If true, this misinterpretation hypothesis would have far-reaching implications for the theories of amorphous solids at low temperatures 13, 14 yielding the ~1/√ barrier distributions. However, such a bold proposal obviously needed verification for other proteins and amorphous solids.
Additionally, even though we performed the experiments described in Ref. 9 on the red edge of the lowest-energy band of the CP43 complex in order to avoid any excitation energy transfer (EET)-related effects, CP43 is still a system of multiple relatively strongly coupled pigments 15, 16 . Thus, although EET from the lowest-energy pigment or delocalized state was forbidden, we could not be completely confident that our results are free of the excitonic effects. [18] [19] [20] . Cytochrome b 6 f was explored by both frequency-and time-domain spectroscopies [18] [19] [20] . It was shown that at least at room temperature W/cm 2 for burning; 500 times smaller irradiance was used for reading hole spectra.
Thermocycling involves producing a spectral hole at low temperature (e.g., 5 K), temporarily increasing the temperature to a higher value, measuring the hole spectrum again at burn temperature, and then repeating the cycle with ever increasing maximal temperature. More details can be found in Refs 8 and 9. 
Results

Absorption and emission spectra.
Energy Transfer and -FLN spectra.
The emission spectrum is in agreement with the HB action spectrum, given the parameters of the single-site spectrum and electron-phonon coupling derived from the data in Figure 4 . The latter depicts the -FLN spectra for several excitation wavelengths; those obtained with excitation at the red edge of the absorption band directly represent the single-site spectrum, and in particular the phonon sideband, according to 24 . The -FLN spectrum is the difference between fluorescence line narrowing spectra before and after NPHB 24, 25 . Since the ZPL contributions to the original FLN spectra were saturated, we used independently measured maximal depth of the zero-phonon hole to estimate S phonon  0.7, as in Ref. 18 . The phonon sideband (PSB) is peaked at 24 cm -1 , also in agreement with 18 . The detailed discussion on simulating -FLN spectra in the presence of EET was presented in 26 . Briefly, for 11 long enough excitation wavelength (and in the absence of EET), the PSB of the -FLN spectrum is nearly identical to the PSB of the single-site spectrum 24, 26 . The PSB in Figure 4 are sharp near the peak but have long tailing at higher frequencies and are not amenable to fitting with either a single lognormal curve 27 or a single half-Gaussian / half-Lorentzian curve as one-phonon profile
for realistic values of S phonon . As the focus of this work is not on the origins of this particular PSB shape, we used two components to produce a good enough single-site spectrum to be employed in subsequent modeling, one lognormal (S = 0.6), and one 24 cm
Lorentzian mode with S = 0.12. The lognormal part of the one-phonon profile is given by
with ω c being the cutoff frequency and σ being the standard deviation 27 . The parameters of the one-phonon profile are summarized in Table 1 . their difference there was therefore zero and the spikes were artificially added to the -FLN spectra to indicate the excitation wavelength. A copy of the black curve was shifted by 3.8 nm to the red to demonstrate that at longer wavelengths the shape of the -FLN spectra is wavelengthindependent. These spectra were fitted using the parameters reported in Table 1 . Magenta and green dashed curves, respectively, are calculated -FLN spectra for excitation wavelength of 670.7 nm and inter-pigment couplings J 12 of 0 and 0.4 cm -1 .
Large gap between the peaks of the absorption and emission spectra can be explained neither by large electron-phonon coupling (it is moderate, see above) nor by invoking excitation energy transfer between two identical Chls of the Cyt b 6 f dimer, by analogy with the trimeric FMO 30 . If the two Chls of the cytochrome dimer possessed identical true SDF, these would be peaked at about 669.5 nm. Following the logic of Refs 26 and 30, one can calculate that the sub-SDF of the lower-energy pigments in the pair, corresponding to the HB action spectrum, would be peaked at 13 about 671 nm, and have the width of about 10 nm. In other words, in a scenario involving only the EET between two pigments with identical SDF, the emission spectrum and the HB action spectrum are supposed to be narrower than the absorption spectrum, not broader, as it was indeed observed for the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex 30 , for example. If EET is slow and some noticeable emission from the donor molecules is possible, the action and emission spectra would broaden (but not beyond the width of the absorption spectrum) and shift to the blue, not to the red. Besides, it appears that absorption spectrum cannot be fitted employing one Gaussian SDF, as it has significant long-wavelength tailing. The fluorescence lifetime for the fraction of the pigments dominating the emission spectra, including FLN, is significantly longer than 250 ps reported in 18, 19 . Figure 5 presents the dependence of the homogeneous line width on temperature for  B  677 nm. For every temperature five holes of different depths were burned, and the extrapolation to zero hole depth was performed. It is clear that the holes burned below 4 K are narrower than the 250 ps lifetime 18, 19 would permit (dashed horizontal line). The narrowest holes at 1.9 K correspond to the lifetime of about ~700 ps. There is no evidence or physical reason why this temperature dependence of the line width should level off right at 1.9 K, which is just the minimal temperature accessible in our setup; more likely the width follows the ~T In order to explain our observations we have to suggest that our cytochrome sample is somewhat heterogeneous. It is possible that in some fraction of our sample the fast quenching of the Chl excitations by the surrounding protein 18, 19 does not occur. Thus, there may be four categories of Chls rather than two (higher-energy donor and lower-energy acceptor): quenchable donors, quenchable acceptors, unquenchable donors and unquenchable acceptors; with the action spectrum representing mostly the latter. Quenchable pigments may still be in the majority, and contribute the most to the absorption spectrum; their SDF appears to be narrower than that of the pigments that cannot be quenched by the protein. 
the HGK curves in Figure 6 represent D( B , Pt) normalized to D( B , 0)=1. G() is the SDF, and L() is the single-site spectrum shape with area normalized to unity on the frequency scale,  B is the excitation frequency, t is the burn time, P is the photon flux,  is the integral absorption cross-section and  is the NPHB yield given by
  is the attempt frequency on the order of 10 12
Hz. It determines how often the system approaches the barrier through which it may tunnel; the value is believed to be on the order of As can be seen, the hole burning process is gradually slowing down with temperature.
This slowdown is expected due to the increase of the homogeneous line width with temperature depicted in Figure 5 , accompanied by some increase of S phonon (T) 28 . Both effects lead to the decrease of the peak absorption cross-section of the ZPL in the exponential in Eq.2. However, unlike in CP43, at the higher temperatures the burning is somewhat faster than would follow from the above effects alone; see dashed red line in Figure 6A . These discrepancies can be explained if one includes into consideration the temperature dependence of the rate of phononassisted tunneling involving the shift to a deeper well of the energy landscape and an increase of the scattered phonon energy (i.e., "downhill tunneling"; 1→2 transition in Figure 1 
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The parameters of the -distribution obtained from the fit to the HGK curves are similar to those reported for CP43 9 and other protein-chlorophyll complexes 7, 8 under similar conditions and assumptions. Namely, if f() is Gaussian and the temperature dependence of the tunneling rate is properly taken into account,   =10.25±0.10 and   =1.3±0.1 is obtained from the fits to the HGK for fluorescence lifetime of 2.5 nanoseconds. This could be compared to   =10-11 and   =1.3-2.0 observed for other protein-chlorophyll complexes [7] [8] [9] and to    8 and   1 observed for aluminum phtalocyanine tetrasulphonate or free base phthalocyanine in a number of simple organic glasses and hyperquenched glassy water [35] [36] [37] .
In order to determine the qualitative shapes of the  or barrier height distributions involved in NPHB and fixed-temperature hole recovery, we followed the logic of 9 and performed joint analysis of the 5.5 K HGK data in Figure 5 and the 5.5 K recovery data presented in Figure 7A . Note that the holes that were initially shallower are recovering relatively faster. The difference in recovery of 20%-and 42%-deep holes is close to the maximal possible value predicted for the case of the perfect spectral memory (see Discussion). In other words, recovery at 5.5 K is strongly dominated by the burned pigment-protein systems returning to the pre-burn configuration characterized by the original transition frequency of the pigment. The recovery curves were fairly repeatable (not shown). We also note that the recovery rate was independent on temperature between 5 and 10 K and slowed down somewhat at 13 K (not shown). As any process responsible for the recovery has to accelerate with temperature, this indicates the increase of the NPHB rate with temperature (NPHB occurring while measuring with the small read intensity is slowing down the apparent recovery). , and simulated recovery curves were compared with the experiment. Figure 7B depicts the partial -distributions encoded into the spectral holes of various fractional depths under the assumptions of uniform (solid lines) and Gaussian (dashed lines) true full -distributions. The insert depicts partial distributions in the uniform (box-like) true full distribution case, normalized to the same area under the curve. As the relative contribution of smaller- systems is larger for shallower holes, these holes are expected to recover faster. Note that we also made an assumption that the magnitudes of the ground state barriers that are crossed during recovery are proportional to the magnitudes of the excited state barriers. All recovery curves calculated for the uniform -distribution (black, red and blue solid smooth curves in Returning to Figure 6 , one can also notice that even when the weak temperature dependence of the tunneling rate is taken into account, the hole burning above 10 K is somewhat too fast in the beginning, compared to the calculated HGK; see dashed arrow in Frame A. This effect is consistently present in several HGK curves in Figure 6 , and for both assumptions about the true -distribution shape. This may indicate an onset of an additional HB mechanism. Given the arguments presented above and justifying the use of the downhill tunneling approximation, it is unlikely that this additional process is uphill tunneling. Besides, any tunneling rate would increase with temperature uniformly for all , without any preference for the smaller ones that characterize individual systems that are the first to burn. The tunneling rate is a product of - 
where g(V) is distribution of barrier heights, t max  60 sec is time spent at the peak cycle temperature T max and  0 is the attempt frequency 39 . It is clear that g(V) obtained from experimental data and sketched in Figure 8B is not Gaussian and resembles the results of [10] [11] [12] , 24 where g(V) ~1/√ barrier distribution was deduced. A small plateau in the experimental data (diamonds) at the lowest temperatures can be explained by the smallest-barrier systems recovering due to tunneling during the first hour at burn temperature, before thermocycling started. The insert depicts the approximate shape of the -distribution involved in thermocyclinginduced recovery. Dashed lines sketch the part of the -distribution (~20% of the spectral hole area) that recovered during the first hour, before thermocycling was started. The shape of this -distribution resembles the shapes of the partial -distributions encoded into the holes in the case of perfect spectral memory and uniform true full -distribution (solid curves in Figure 7B ). It is significantly different from either nearly Gaussian shapes (dashed lines in Figure 7B ) or from box-like shape expected in the case of the uniform -distribution but no spectral memory (i.e.
when partial barrier or -distributions are identical to the full true ones).
Finally, we note that the hole broadens rather slowly upon thermocycling, and the width after cycling to temperatures exceeding 10 K is clearly smaller than the widths of the holes burned at respective temperatures (open circles in Figure 5 ). This indicates fairly slow spectral diffusion with small (<< 1 cm The results of the joint analysis of the HGK and fixed-temperature recovery data suggest the presence of nearly perfect spectral memory. In the absence of spectral memory the holes of different depths would recover with the same relative speed, contrary to what is shown in Figure   7A . Note that the "lack of spectral memory" should not be understood as each system possessing an infinite number of available conformational sub-states. It merely means that the hole may be filled by absorption of the molecules which were not in resonance with the laser prior to burning. from an out-of resonance sub-state is the resonant one.
Here U(t) is the number of molecules that are removed from the resonance at time t, U(0)/N is the fractional hole depth immediately after burning. While plotting normalized recovery data as in Figure 7A , we essentially are plotting U(t)/U(0). In the absence of spectral memory this quantity does not depend on the initial fractional hole depth regardless of the number of available sub-states M, at least for simple topologies of the protein energy landscape, and including M = 2.
Next we will address the issue of the additional thermocycling-induced recovery mechanism that cannot be accounted for using the same barrier distribution as manifests during the fixed-temperature recovery (see Figure 8) . Modeling of NPHB and recovery processes employing multi-well energy landscapes of different shapes and in the samples in or out of thermodynamic equilibrium 43 does not yield anything resembling the observed gradual recovery upon thermocycling. Since this additional recovery mechanism cannot be explained within the model involving even the realistic imperfect spectral memory, the respective distribution of the barriers has to be the true full barrier distribution for another tier of the protein energy landscape, as was suggested for CP43 9 . Yet the distribution sketched in the insert of Figure 8B looks a lot like the partial distributions encoded into the non-saturated holes in the case spectral memory is present (solid curves in Figure 7B ), except for the incorrect ratio of  ground,min to  ground,max . In retrospect, this might have been true for CP43 9 as well, except in the case when both true full and partial -distributions were close to Gaussian it was more difficult to notice.
At this point one may ask if it is possible to find a set of parameters that would explain all HGK, fixed temperature recovery and thermocycling results without invoking any additional tiers of the energy landscape and/or recovery channels. From the data in the insert of Figure 8B 
Concluding remarks:
The results presented here indicate that the (full true) barrier distributions for the energy , and similar to the distributions 32 observed in thermocycling experiments in glasses [10] [11] [12] . As discussed above, it is very unlikely that Chls explored in this study were released by the partially denatured protein and surrounded by the glassy solvent. This would contradict the presence of the EET between the two Chls of the dimer with the rate following from the structure data 17 , as demonstrated in Figure 4 .
Quantitatively, the parameters of the excited and ground-state distributions are also typical for pigment-protein complexes and not for pigments in organic glasses [35] [36] [37] . Thus, the suggestion 
